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## 1. Inspiration 

We at AOEC find that "purchase conversion for Hybrid EV(s) and Pure 

EV(s)" will help investors, stakeholders and customers connect to the 

emerging demand/supply equation.  

We at AOEC will host a proof of concept URL to conceptualize how 

this can be done. As a part of this ... 

The Purchase Conversion Learning Team-Suite is a framework of 

BizFit Tools that use machine learning for different sectors of the 

industry to enable Biz Social Accountability, Biz Branding and a Biz 

Tier2 to mitigate risk, emerge & procreate. 

The project will showcase Purchase Conversion Learning for an 

Automotive Manufacturer and Service Centre framework. 

About AOEC 

AOEC stands for Akaash Open Enterprise Centre (a Gap analysis and 

problem solving consultancy) with a team comprising of myself 

(K.S.Venkatram) and Aakkash K V (Final year, BTECH Automotive 

Engineering, MSRUAS). 

## 2. Problem solving (background) 

An Automotive Manufacturer and related Service Centre framework 

needs to procreate & convert purchase or service interests into a 

Hybrid EV or Pure EV classification, so that the classification can be 

used to send out socially accountable and/or brand enabling 

resolution. 

The issue being that the Automotive Manufacturer focuses on 

manufacturing multiple segments of vehicles, where the Biz Tier2 

concept helps protect branding, manage production volume, social 

accountability and achieve procreation in demand/supply enabling.  
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However the departments & staff allocated for purchase enquiries or 

interactions need to have sufficient, timely and trend sensitive 

knowledge and also need to remain Biz Fit and Socially Accountable 

to sensitize intent, convert purchase enquiries, resolve queries, 

requests or issues.  

Some of this is not simple marketing but more about converging to 

protect our environment.  

It is also a possible global endeavour and “feeling accountable” vision 

to transcend the issues of air pollution where ICE production lines & 

increasing vehicle numbers make climate change mitigation 

dependent on each and every one of us. 

The current economic downturn has affected most automobile 

companies.  

Social accountability for emergence or demand/supply procreation is 

today more a global-mitigator.  Can SA8000 be revisited? 

A new SA8000-EV needs to be more of a well known option for brand 

marketing or in International manufacturing companies, a Standard 

operating procedure to help customers convert their need for a new 

vehicle into one that is a Hybrid EV or Pure EV.  

This needs proactive thinking where we can help customers dispose 

of their old vehicles and invest in a trends sensitive manner.  

This thinking should also timeline & convert purchase interests while 

seeming down to earth but should also help reduce costs for such 

decisions. 

The cost cutting drive is on, where the calling is for a reduction in the 

money spent on acquiring markets, ensuring sales & enabling of 

associated customer services.  
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We cannot ask companies & businesses to increase what we can call 

as time spent on each old vehicle for this procreative strategy. 

The financial reports highlight there is a decrease in market share, so 

the company needs to manage production volume and also respond 

effectively for all service or remedy requests but with new reduced 

time-spent-per-request-or-call “rules & regulations”.  

## The Learning from Customer Requests for parts 

The problem on hand is to learn from each request or call for the 

parts, where customers could need customer service or remedial 

steps. 

## 3. What it does (Solution and Approach) 

The Customer Request Learning Tool (CRLT) reviews customer 

requests to find that service or remedy requests coming to the 

Centre 

1. Can have repetitive text in the description or problem details 

2. Can have some standard steps that the customer can take to find 

resolution for some questions or problems  

3. Can have responses / resolutions that do not need human 

intervention 

4. Can have a lead/lag factor deciding whether the customer would 

want to know about or use Purchase Conversion to Electric Vehicles 

and Hybrids 

## 4. Inference  

1. The CRLT experts infer that buckets of service or remedy requests 

can be created through a machine learning algorithm based on the 

past service requests. 
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2.a For each bucket, a set of corresponding standard resolutions can 

be associated to reduce time spent per request or call. 

2.b For each bucket, a set of corresponding purchase conversion 

resolutions can be associated to elevate a need for the customer to 

consider conversion to Electric Vehicles and Hybrids. 

3. Whenever a new service or remedy request comes to the Service 

Centre, a machine learning algorithm would identify the bucket to 

which the new request should be tagged to, where this should help 

come up with a standard resolution and then help report the same 

across to the customer. 

4. Whenever a new service or remedy request comes to the Service 

Centre, a machine learning algorithm would identify the bucket to 

which the new request should be tagged to, where this should help 

come up with a purchase conversion resolution and then help 

recommend or elevate the same across to the customer. 

 

## 5. Methodology 

In the solution,  

1. The service or remedy requests in the repository are clustered 

using a combination of (a) Text-analytics of “text fields” with select 

descriptions, (b) the time estimated or taken to resolve each 

request and (c) a categorization variable that categorizes the nature 

of request 

2. The Text-analytics technique is based on Word2Vector 

3. The clustering technique is based on DBSCAN 
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4. The Cosine similarity algorithm is used to classify service or 

remedy requests to fit within one of the buckets created (where this 

is based on text categorization)  

 

## 6. How we built it 

We at AOEC are developing the idea using the Python & Anaconda 

framework and different libraries for data analysis, array processing, 

Natural language processing, Text-analytics & clustering, visualizing 

of clusters, request or remedy description similarity 

 

## The details of the libraries follow: 

Specific libraries to load data, perform computation and display 

output are 

(a) Pandas – Data acquisition library 

(b) numpy – Array processing library 

(c) nltk.data and nltk.corpus – Natural language processing library 

(d) gensim and gensim.models – for text analytics and clustering, 

where the Word2Vector function is used 

(e)  gensim.models.keyedvectors – to import keyed vectors 

(f) matplotlib – for visualizing clusters 

(g) sklearn.cluster – to import DBSCAN for clustering 

(h) sklearn.metrics.pairwise – to import cosine-similarity to find out 

request description similarity 
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## Code snippets in the proof of concept (step wise) 

(1) To import libraries and functions 

(2) To load data 

(3) For filtering of requests based on groups for “parts and requests 

categorization” (where there are multiple Focus groups and one 

Transaction Hub category, it is noted that the Transaction Hub 

category is a proof of concept that proposes to help Purchase 

Conversion or Elevation to Electric Vehicles and Hybrids) 

(4) Text analytics to create the training data for the machine learning 

algorithm 

(5) Running of the clustering function 

(6) Assigning of a new service or remedy request to a correct bucket 

based on the cosine-similarity function 

## 7. Challenges we ran into 

In the Automotive industry, there are many parts manufacturers. So 

we needed to categorize parts manufacturing based on an emergent 

automation and control systems technique, where we found a real-

world example for the same.  

It is called SICK (a business concept for Factory, Process and Logistics 

Automation) where sensor control and its intelligence is used to 

make the complete Plant to Service life cycle more operations 

intelligent, intrinsically safe-and-resource-effective. We expect to 

extend this line of thinking to including a Transaction Hub that can 

help Purchase Conversion or Elevation for Electric Vehicles. 
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## 8. Accomplishments that we're proud of 

Application of real-world illustrations in a Procreation Team Suite 

that we intend to design further. 

## 9. What we learned (Conclusion) 

Machine Learning Algorithms help us use past understanding or 

today's details to ideate and enable solutions for corresponding or 

standardized resolution, where machine learning can quicken 

customer service and help re-engineering at the planning & 

manufacturing level, 

## 10. Future Scope 

Building more scope, intelligence and functionality in the Transaction 

Hub analytics to design more purchase and/or service intelligence 

and ensure continual improvement in stages of planning, operations 

and reworking of multi-nature customer service solutions via 

automation and machine learning for 

(1) Product or Part support 

(2) Solutions Training and Education 

(3) Value added functions for customized-innovation to suit the 

customer and to enable end-experience-safety   

(4) Transactional Analysis for Purchase Conversion to Electric 

Vehicles and Hybrids 

## 11. What's next for Customer Request Learning Team-Suite 

(CRLT) 

We know manufacturers are in a time frame where human resources 

are not available as earlier and money spend & cost dynamics are 

high. 
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We will take the next steps in designing a more multi-purpose 

Customer Request Learning Team Suite.  

We will use and elevate this fundamental concept in the 

Procreation Centre, in a solution deployment level, that helps 

manufacturers and their customer service networks mitigate the 

current “RoI number crunching” demand/supply crisis.  
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## 12. Code Snippet Details (refer AOEC-CLOUD/CRLTS in the 

GitHub) 

12.1 To import libraries and functions 

import os 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 

from numpy import array 

from IPython.display import display 

#For natural language processing ability 

import nltk.data 

from nltk.corpus import stopwords 

#gensim libraries 

import gensim 

from gensim.models import word2vec 

from gensim.models.keyedvectors import KeyedVectors 

 

#to visualize the clusters 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import matplotlib.cm as cm 

 

#for clustering 

from sklearn.cluster import DBSCAN 

import sklearn.metrics as metrics 

 

#to compute service request description similarity 

from sklearn.metrics.pairwise import cosine_similarity 
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12.2 To load data 

The algorithm will be based on the source of data in the company, where this can be a 

spreadsheet, a .CSV dump of service requests, or direct customized access to a service 

description / request database. 

The interest is to load the data into the program as an array of strings. 

The structure of the .CSV data file for example is 

SR_number sheet_description     assignment_group 

SRN30000 Action1_PurchaseConversion    Transaction Hub 

SRN34000 Action2_PurchaseElevation    Transaction Hub 

SRN38000 Action3_GOIPolicy     Transaction Hub 

SRN40000 Order details incorrect for old engine parts  PartFocus 1 Support 

SRN41000 Order details invalid for old engine parts  PartFocus 1 Support 

SRN42000 Order needs service/remedy for old engine parts PartFocus 1 Support 

SRN50000 Order details incorrect for old exhaust parts  PartFocus 5 Support 

SRN51000 Order details invalid for old exhaust parts  PartFocus 5 Support 

SRN52000 Order needs service/remedy for old exhaust parts PartFocus 5 Support 

SRN60000 Order details incorrect for old branded parts PartFocus 4 Support 

SRN61000 Order details invalid for old branded parts  PartFocus 4 Support 

SRN62000 Order needs service/remedy for oldbranded parts PartFocus 4 Support 

...  ...       ... 

Code snippet 

#data file that contains old service requests 

f =  ‘old_service_request.xlsx’ 

data_1 = pd.read_excel (f, sheet_name=’SRN’, converters=,‘short_description’:str}) 
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12.3 For filtering of requests based on groups for “parts and 

requests categorization”  

The algorithm will be based on identifying the information from the data set to make data 

categorization or clustering easy. For this example, we will use the Service Centre’s parts 

assignment group or department to be the driver element for the clustering. The details are 

as follows 

,‘Transaction Hub’, 

‘PartFocus 1 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 2 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 3 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 4 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 5 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 6 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 7 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 8 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 9 Support’} 

Code snippet 

assignment_group_subset =  { 

‘Transaction Hub’, 

‘PartFocus 1 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 2 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 3 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 4 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 5 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 6 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 7 Support’, 

‘PartFocus 8 Support’, 
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‘PartFocus 9 Support’ 

} 

data_1 = data_1[data_1.assignment_group.isin(assignment_group_subset)] 

12.4 Text analytics to create the training data for the machine 

learning algorithm 

The algorithm 

1. Create training data by averaging vectors for the words in the Service Request (SR) 

2. Calculate the average feature vector for each element and return a 2D numpy array 

3. This array is the training data for running cluster functions 

Code snippet 

#Load Google’s pre-trained Word2Vec model known to contain 300 dimensioned vectors for 

# 3 million words and phrases 

model_google3M = gensim.models.KeyedVectors.load_word2vec_format('./GoogleNews-

vectors-negative300.bin', binary=True) 

 

#Create training data by averaging vectors for words in the short_description column 

def createFeatureVec(words, model, num_features): 

 

    #convert Index2word list to a set for speedy execution 

    index2word_set = set (model.wv.index2word) 

 

    #loop over each word in the short_description  

    #if it is in the model’s vocabulary, add its feature vector to the total 

    for word in words: 

         if word in index2word_set: 

            nwords  = nwords + 1. 

            featureVec = np.add ( feastureVec, model[word]) 
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    #divide the result by the number of words to get the average 

    featureVec = np.divide(featureVec, nwords) 

    return featureVec 

 

def getAvgFeatureVecs(vShortDescription_s, model, num_features): 

    #for the given set of vShortDescription calculate the average feature vector for each list of    

#words and return a 2D numpy array  

    counter = 0 

    #preallocate a 2D numpy array for speed in execution 

    vShortDescriptionVecs = np.zeros((len(vShortDescription_s), num_features), dbtpe = 

'float32') 

 

    for vShortDescription in vShortDescription_s: 

            vShortDescriptionVecs[int(counter)] = createFeatureVec(vShortDescription, model, 

num_features) 

            counter = counter + 1. 

             

    return vShortDescriptionVecs 

 clustering_vec = getAvgFeatureVecs(data_1*‘short_description’+, model_google3M, 300) 
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12.5 Running of the clustering function 

The algorithm uses DBSCAN for clustering, which uses a high-density clustering approach. 

The positions of the vectors created in 12.4 are checked and high-density areas are taken as 

a new cluster, where low density areas separate clusters 

Code snippets  

#clustering using DBSCAN 

db = DBSCAN(eps=0.3, min_samples = 10).fit(clustering_vec) 

core_samples_mask = np.zeros_like(db.labels_, dtype=bool) 

core_samples_mask[db.core_sample_indices_] = True 

labels = db.labels_ 
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Visualizing the Clustering output 

#plot result 

unique_labels = set (labels) 

colors = [plt.cm.Spectral(each)  

 for each in np.linpace(0,1,len(unique_labels))] 

for k, col in zip (unique_labels, colors): 

 if k == -1: 

 #use black for noise aspect 

  col = [0,0,0,1] 

class_member_mask = (labels == k) 

xy = clustering_vec[class_member_mask & core_samples_mask] 

plt.plot(xy.iloc[:,0], xy.iloc[:,1], ‘o’,  markerfacecolor = tuple(col), markeredgecolor = ‘k’, 

makersize = 14) 

xy = clustering_vec[class_member_mask & core_samples_mask] 

plt.plot(xy.iloc[:,0], xy.iloc[:,1], ‘o’,  markerfacecolor = tuple(col), markeredgecolor = ‘k’, 

makersize = 1) 

plt.title(‘CLRT-S Estimated number of clusters: %d’ %n_clusters_) 

plt.show() 
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12.6 Assigning of a new service or remedy request to a correct 

bucket based on the cosine-similarity function 

The Algorithm used 

1. Create the vector from the description text of the Service Request (SR) using the 

Word2Vec function 

2. Calculate the similarity score for the vector using the cosine_similarity function 

3. Find the cluster that the Service Request is assigned to where this is done based on the 

maximum similarity score and averaged across all service requests in the cluster 

4. If no matching cluster is found for a Service Request vector then the Service Request has 

no training detail in the repository and hence is unassigned for any clustering 

Code snippets 

#Function assigns a new Service Request to previously grouped Service Request clusters 

def newSRClusterer(newSRText):   

#vectorize SR text 

newSRVector = getAvgFeatureVecs (newSRText, model_google3M, 300) 

#Build the data frame with Service Request meta data and similarity scores 

data_8 = pd.concat (*pd.DataFrame(labels), data_6_1**‘SR_number’,’short_description’,  

‘assignment_group’+++, axis=1) 

data_8.rename (columns = ,0:’Cluster’-,inplace = True) 

data_8*‘similarityScore’+ = cosine_similarity(data_6_1.iloc[:,26:326], newSRVector) 

# Find the cluster that the Service Request is assigned to where this is done based on the                

# maximum similarity score and averaged across all service requests in the cluster 

similarityScoreMean = data_8.groupby (‘Cluster’)*‘similarityScore’+.mean().max() 

newSRCluster = data_8.groupby (‘Cluster’)*‘similarityScore’+.mean().idxmax() 

if similarityScoreMean >= 0.7 

#this threshold needs to be tuned to ensure noise element is not incorrectly assigned a 

clustered bucket 

print (‘The Service Request is assigned to the cluster’, newSRCluster) 
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print (‘The Service Request similarity to the assigned cluster:’, 

round(similarityScoreMean,2)) 

else: 

print (‘This Service Request is unlike any detail in the training repository and is not assigned 

to any cluster’)   

return similarityScoreMean, newSRCluster 
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Code listing 

#Customer Request Learning Team-Suite 

import os 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 

from numpy import array 

from IPython.display import display 

#For natural language processing ability 

import nltk.data 

from nltk.corpus import stopwords 

 

#gensim libraries 

import gensim 

 

from gensim.models import word2vec 

from gensim.test.utils import get_tmpfile 

from gensim.models.keyedvectors import KeyedVectors 

 

 

#to visualize the clusters 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import matplotlib.cm as cm 

 

#for clustering 

from sklearn.cluster import DBSCAN 

import sklearn.metrics as metrics 
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#to compute service request description similarity 

from sklearn.metrics.pairwise import cosine_similarity 

 

#Load Google’s pre-trained Word2Vec model known to contain 300 dimensioned vectors for 

# 3 million words and phrases 

#model_google3M = gensim.models.KeyedVectors.load_word2vec_format('./GoogleNews-

vectors-negative300.bin', binary=True) 

path = get_tmpfile('./GoogleNews-vectors-negative300.bin') 

#an empty model, no training yet 

model = gensim.models.Word2Vec(iter=1)   

model.wv.save(path) 

 

model_google3M = gensim.models.KeyedVectors.load(path,mmap='r') 

 

#Create training data by averaging vectors for words in the short_description column 

def createFeatureVec(words, model, num_features): 

 

    #convert Index2word list to a set for speedy execution 

    index2word_set = set (model.wv.index2word) 

 

    # Pre-initialize an empty numpy array (for speed) 

    featureVec = np.zeros((num_features,),dtype="int") 

 

    # 

    nwords = 0. 
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    #loop over each word in the short_description  

    #if it is in the model’s vocabulary, add its feature vector to the total 

    for word in words: 

         if word in index2word_set: 

            nwords  = nwords + 1. 

            featureVec = np.add (featureVec, model[word]) 

             

     

    #divide the result by the number of words to get the average 

    featureVec = np.divide(featureVec, nwords) 

    return featureVec 

 

def getAvgFeatureVecs(vShortDescription_s, model, num_features): 

    #for the given set of vShortDescription calculate the average feature vector for each list of    

#words and return a 2D numpy array  

    counter = 0 

 

    #preallocate a 2D numpy array for speed in execution 

    vShortDescriptionVecs = np.zeros((len(vShortDescription_s), num_features),dtype='int') 

 

    for vShortDescription in vShortDescription_s: 

        vShortDescriptionVecs[int(counter)] = createFeatureVec(vShortDescription_s, 

model,num_features) 

        counter = counter + 1. 

             

    return vShortDescriptionVecs  
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def newSRClusterer(newSRText):   

    #vectorize SR text 

    newSRVector = getAvgFeatureVecs (newSRText, model_google3M, 300) 

 

    #Build the data frame with Service Request meta data and similarity scores 

    data_8 = pd.concat ([pd.DataFrame(labels), data_6_1[['SR 

number','short_description','assignment_group']]], axis=1) 

     

    data_8.rename (columns = {0:'Cluster'},inplace = True) 

    data_8['similarityScore'] = cosine_similarity(data_6_1.iloc[:,26:326], newSRVector) 

 

    # Find the cluster that the Service Request is assigned to where this is done based on the 

    # maximum similarity score and averaged across all service requests in the cluster 

    similarityScoreMean = data_8.groupby ('Cluster')['similarityScore'].mean().max() 

    newSRCluster = data_8.groupby ('Cluster')['similarityScore'].mean().idxmax() 

     

    if similarityScoreMean >= 0.7: 

        #this threshold needs to be tuned to ensure noise element is not incorrectly assigned a 

clustered bucket 

        print ('The Service Request is assigned to the cluster', newSRCluster) 

        print ('The Service Request similarity to the assigned cluster:', 

round(similarityScoreMean,2)) 

    else: 

        print ('This Service Request is unlike any detail in the training repository and is not 

assigned to any cluster') 
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    return similarityScoreMean, newSRCluster 

 

 

#Service Request processing 

assignment_group_subset =  { 

'Transaction Hub', 

'PartFocus 1 Support', 

'PartFocus 2 Support', 

'PartFocus 3 Support', 

'PartFocus 4 Support', 

'PartFocus 5 Support', 

'PartFocus 6 Support', 

'PartFocus 7 Support', 

'PartFocus 8 Support', 

'PartFocus 9 Support' 

} 

 

#data file that contains old service requests 

f =  'old_service_request_x.xlsx' 

data_1 = pd.read_excel (f, sheet_name='SRN', converters={'short_description':str}) 

 

data_1 = data_1[data_1.assignment_group.isin(assignment_group_subset)] 

 

#clustering using DBSCAN 

clustering_vec = getAvgFeatureVecs(data_1['short_description'], model_google3M, 300) 
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db = DBSCAN(eps=0.3, min_samples = 10).fit(clustering_vec) 

core_samples_mask = np.zeros_like(db.labels_, dtype=bool) 

core_samples_mask[db.core_sample_indices_] = True 

labels = db.labels_ 

 

#plot result 

unique_labels = set(labels) 

colors = [plt.cm.Spectral(each) 

          for each in np.linspace(0,1,len(unique_labels))] 

for k, col in zip (unique_labels, colors): 

  if k == -1: 

  #use black for noise aspect 

    col = [0,0,0,1] 

 

class_member_mask = (labels == k) 

#xy = clustering_vec[class_member_mask & core_samples_mask] 

# plt.plot(xy.iloc[:,0],xy.iloc[:,1],'o',markerfacecolor = 

tuple(col),markeredgecolor='k',makersize = 14) 

 

#xy = clustering_vec[class_member_mask & core_samples_mask] 

# plt.plot(xy.iloc[:,0],xy.iloc[:,1],'o',markerfacecolor = 

tuple(col),markeredgecolor='k',makersize = 1) 

 

#plt.title('CLRT-S Estimated number of clusters:%d' % n_clusters_) 

plt.show() 

 

 


